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TECHNICAL FIELD
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The present invention relates to a method, program and
apparatus for performing a high-speed and high-precision
singular value decomposition on arbitrary matrix A. More
specifically, the present invention relates to a method, program and apparatus for performing a high-speed and highprecision singular value decomposition by computing singular values of a matrix and computing singular vectors for the
computed singular values.

20

m=Mind/1,12}

B obtained in this case is called upper bidiagonal matrix.
Herein, it should be noted that a singular value of A=a singular value of B. Accordingly, a singular value decomposition
problem for the standard matrix A is replaced with a singular
value decomposition problem for upper bidiagonal matrix
BTB,
s=UxVBT

25

where matrices UB and VB are left and right orthogonal
matrices, respectively,
E=diag(or, 62.... , am)itia2? ... o,0, and
At present, a standard method used in order to perform a
a~ is a singular value of B.
singular value decomposition in a computer is a DBDSQR 30
Next, matrix BTB will be considered. Diagonalization of
routine published by international-known numerical computhis matrix B is performed by:
tation library LAPACK. This DBDSQR routine was created
A=v7BTBV
based on a QR method and can be divided into three sections;
preprocess, main loop and postprocess. The preprocess comwhere A=diag(X1, X21... , X,n) X1--~,2- ...
putes an upper limit and lower limit of a singular value and 35
V°(vr, V21.
. vm.)
computes precision used for a convergence criterion. The
X~ is an eigenvalue of BTB, and
main loop gradually perform divisions and reductions of a
v1 is an eigenvector for the eigenvalue 1.
matrix while repeating a QR method and completes a process
Herein, the following is normally established: (1) BTB is a
when the size of the matrix eventually becomes 1x1. When a
symmetric tridiagonal matrix; (2) Eigenvalues of BTB are all
block of matrix 2x2 appears while the main loop is being 40 positive, and singular value o, (o1 o2 ... o,0) of B is
equal to a positive square root of eigenvalue 1, (Xr ~X2 .. .
performed, another process is performed. The postprocess
iXm i-0) of BTB; (3) VB=V, i.e., eigenvector v1 of BTB is
changes, where computed singular values are changed from
equal to a right singular vector of B. Accordingly, when the
negative to positive values. If necessary, the postprocess perdiagonalization of the matrix BTB has been obtained, E is
forms a scalar multiplication on the singular values. The
singular values are rearranged in the descending order, and 45 obtained since A=E2 from (2), and further, left orthogonal
matrix UB BVBE-r=BVE-r is obtained from (3). Therefore,
singulars vectors are also rearranged so as to correspond to
B is singular-value-decomposed. In other words, the singular
the singular values. In a DBDSQR, an extremely large
value decomposition of B can be replaced with a problem of
amount of computation is required and thus, it is not possible
diagonalization of BTB. Not only can this principle be applied
to avoid an increase of time to be required for a computation,
50 to obtaining all m number of singular values and singular
especially in a large-scale problem. In a DBDSQR routine,
vectors, but also this principle can be applied to obtaining at
singular values and singular vectors are simultaneously comleast one singular value and singular vector.
puted. LAPACK publishes a DLASQ routine for computing
As described above, the singular value decomposition of
singular values and a DSTEGR routine for diagonalization,
the standard matrixA includes the problem of diagonalization
which is used when singular vectors are computed by using 55 of the symmetric tridiagonal matrix BTB.
the computed singular values. A DLASQ routine can obtain
singular values at high speed with high precision. However, it
DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION
can not compute singular vectors. In view of such a numerical
defect, it is difficult to practically use a DSTEGR routine for
Since a DBDSQR routine requires an extremely large
a singular value decomposition.
60 amount of computation, it is difficult for a DBDSQR routine
BACKGROUND ART

Using a DBDSQR routine published by LAPACK as an
to perform a high-speed singular value decomposition, espeexample, a conventional singular value decomposition
cially in a large-scale problem. In contrast, a DLASQ routine
method will be described. A DBDSQR routine first applies a
can obtain singular values at high speed with high precision,
Householder transformation to standard matrix A having
yet in some cases, a DSTEGR routine computes singular
11x12 in order to perform a singular value decomposition on 65 vectors at low precision. Thus, it is difficult for a DSTEGR
the matrix A. In other words, the matrix A can be represented
routine to always perform a singular value decomposition at
by using orthogonal matrices UA and Uvas:
high precision.
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One objective of the present invention is to provide a
method, program and apparatus capable of performing a
diagonalization of symmetric tridiagonal matrix BTB at highspeed with high-precision so as to perform a high-speed and
high-precision singular value decomposition on arbitrary
matrix A. Herein, matrix B is an upper bidiagonal matrix
obtained by performing a Householder transformation on
matrix A.
According to the present invention, matrix BTB is diagonalized by performing a Twisted decomposition by using a
Miura inverse transformation, an sdLVvs transformation, an
rdLVvs transformation and a Miura transformation. Herein,
matrix B is an upper bidiagonal matrix having the same
singular values as matrix A. Transformation from matrix A to
matrix B is performed, for example, by a Householder
method. In the diagonalization of the matrix BTB according to
the present invention, first, eigenvalues are computed and
thereafter, eigenvectors are obtained by using the computed
eigenvalues, the way of which is the same as a DSTEGR
routine and different from a DBDSQR routine for simultaneously obtaining eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
According to the present invention, a method is provided
for performing a singular value decomposition on an arbitrary
matrix A using a computer, the method including the steps of:
performing an upper bidiagonalization on the matrix A so as
to obtain an upper bidiagonal matrix B of the matrix A;
obtaining at least one singular value a of the matrix B as
singular values of the matrix A; and obtaining a singular
vector of the matrix A for the a, wherein the step of obtaining
a singular vector of the matrix A includes a step of performing
a Twisted decomposition on a matrix BTB-02I by using a
Miura inverse transformation, an sdLVvs transformation, an
rdLVvs transformation and a Miura transformation so as to
diagonalize a matrix BTB, where I is a unit matrix, thereby the
objective described above being achieved.
The step of obtaining a singular vector of the matrix A may
include a step of performing an inverse iteration method after
the step of diagonalizing the matrix BTB.
The step of obtaining a singular vector of the matrix A may
include a step of performing a Gram-Schmidt method after
the step of performing the inverse iteration method.
The step of obtaining at least one singular value a of the
matrix B may include a step of performing a dLVs routine.
The step of obtaining at least one singular value a of the
matrix B may include a step of determining whether a dLVs
routine or a DLASQ routine should be performed depending
on an amount of computation time and precision to be
required.
The step of performing an upper bidiagonalization on the
matrix A so as to obtain an upper diagonal matrix B may
include a step of performing a Householder method.
According to the present invention, a method is provided
for restoring a three-dimensional image from a plurality of
two-dimensional images of an object, the method including
the steps of: extracting coordinates d (x,, y,) of feature
points i (i=1, ... , n, where n is an integer greater than or equal
to 2) in two-dimensional images j (j=1.... , m, where m is an
integer greater than or equal to 3); and computing threedimensional coordinates s~ (Xi, Y~, Z,) of the feature points
and a matrix M representing a transformation from twodimensional coordinates to three-dimensional coordinates
based on the two-dimensional coordinates d (x,, y,) of the
feature points, wherein the step of computing three-dimensional coordinates s~ (Xi, Y~, Z,) of the feature points and a
matrix M representing a transformation from two-dimensional coordinates to three-dimensional coordinates includes
the steps of: performing an upper bidiagonalization on a

matrix D so as to obtain an upper bidiagonal matrix B of the
matrix D, the matrix D being defined as

5

10

[Expression 5]

xl ... 4 ...
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Y1
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Yi ... Y;~ ... Yn

obtaining singular values a,. (a 02? ... ?6>O, where r is
equal to a rank of the matrix D) of the matrix B as singular
values of the matrix D; obtaining singular vectors of the
matrix D for al, 02 and a3; computing a matrix E satisfying
E=CCT for a matrix C such that M=M'C, where M'=L' (E')1/2,
E' is a 3x3 matrix having ar, 02 and 03 as diagonal elements
25 and the other elements being 0, and L' is a matrix having
singular vectors of the matrix D corresponding to ar, 02 and
03 arranged from a left side in this order; computing the
matrix C from the matrix E; and computing the three-dimensional coordinates s~ (X~,Y~, Z,) and the matrix M representing
30 the transformation from the matrix C, wherein the step of
obtaining singular vectors of the matrix D for 01, 02 and 03
includes a step of performing a Twisted decomposition on a
matrix BTB _121 by using a Miura inverse transformation, an
sdLVvs transformation, an rdLVvs transformation and a
35 Miura transformation so as to diagonalize a matrix BTB,
where I is a unit matrix, thereby the objective described above
being achieved.
According to the present invention, a method is provided
for searching information relating to a given keyword, the
40 information being included in a given document, the method
including the steps of: receiving query vector q corresponding
to the keyword; performing an upper bidiagonalization on an
index word document matrix D corresponding to the document so as to obtain an upper bidiagonal matrix B of the
20

matrix D; obtaining singular values a,. (a 02? ...
where r is equal to a rank of the matrix D) of the matrix B as
singular values of the matrix D; selecting k such that k<r;
computing an approximate matrix Dk of the matrix D, the
matrix Dk being defined as D. U kV J by using a matrix Ek
5o having al, a2, .... ak as diagonal elements and the other
elements being 0, and left and right orthogonal matrices Uk,
Vk having only singular vectors corresponding to al,
a2, .... ak arranged from a left side in this order; computing
a similarity between the matrix Dk and the query vector q; and

45

outputting a search result based on the computed similarity,
wherein the step of obtaining left and right orthogonal matrices Uk, Vk of a matrix Dk includes a step of performing a
Twisted decomposition on a matrix BTB—a,2I (j=1, 2, ... , k)
by using a Miura inverse transformation, an sdLVvs transfor60 mation, an rdLVvs transformation and a Miura transformation so as to diagonalize a matrix BTB, where I is a unit matrix,
thereby the objective described above being achieved.
According to the present invention, a program is provided
for causing a computer to execute a singular value decompo65 sition process, the singular value decomposition process performing a singular value decomposition on an arbitrary
matrix A, the singular value decomposition process including

55
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the steps of: performing an upper bidiagonalization on the
matrix A so as to obtain an upper bidiagonal matrix B of the
matrix A; obtaining at least one singular value a of the matrix
B as singular values of the matrix A; and obtaining a singular
vector of the matrix A for the a, wherein the step of obtaining
a singular vector of the matrix A includes a step of performing
a Twisted decomposition on a matrix BTB-02I by using a
Miura inverse transformation, an sdLVvs transformation, an
rdLVvs transformation and a Miura transformation so as to
diagonalize a matrix BTB, where I is a unit matrix, thereby the
objective described above being achieved.
According to the present invention, a program is provided
for causing a computer to execute an image restoring process
for restoring a three-dimensional image from a plurality of
two-dimensional images of an object, the image restoring
process including the steps of: extracting coordinates d (x,,
y,) of feature points i (i=1, ... , n, where n is an integer greater
than or equal to 2) in two-dimensional images j (j=1, ... , m,
where m is an integer greater than or equal to 3); and computing three-dimensional coordinates s~ (Xi, Y~, Z,) of the
feature points and a matrix M representing a transformation
from two-dimensional coordinates to three-dimensional
coordinates based on the two-dimensional coordinates d~, (x,,
y,) of the feature points, wherein the step of computing threedimensional coordinates s~ (Xi, Y~, Z,) of the feature points
and a matrix M representing a transformation from twodimensional coordinates to three-dimensional coordinates
includes the steps of: performing an upper bidiagonalization
on a matrix D so as to obtain an upper bidiagonal matrix B of
the matrix D, the matrix D being defined as

x lt

...

x!

...

xn
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obtaining singular values c (61 ? 62? ... ? 6>O, where r is
equal to a rank of the matrix D) of the matrix B as singular
values of the matrix D; obtaining singular vectors of the
matrix D for al , 02 and 03; computing a matrix E satisfying
E=CCT for a matrix C such that M=M'C, where M'=L'(E'), ,
E' is a 3x3 matrix having Q, 02 and 03 as diagonal elements
and the other elements being 0, and L' is a matrix having
singular vectors of the matrix D corresponding to 01, 02 and
03 arranged from a left side in this order; computing the
matrix C from the matrix E; and computing the three-dimensional coordinates s~ (Xi, Y~, Z,) and the matrix M representing
the transformation from the matrix C, wherein the step of
obtaining singular vectors of the matrix D for al, 02 and 03
includes a step of performing a Twisted decomposition on a
matrix BTB—a~2I by using a Miura inverse transformation, an
sdLVvs transformation, an rdLVvs transformation and a
Miura transformation so as to diagonalize a matrix BTB,
where I is a unit matrix, thereby the objective described above
being achieved.

According to the present invention, a program is provided
for causing a computer to execute a document search process
for searching information relating to a given keyword, the
information being included in a given document, the document search process including the steps of: receiving query
vector q corresponding to the keyword; performing an upper
bidiagonalization on an index word document matrix D corresponding to the document so as to obtain an upper bidiago10 nal matrix B of the matrix D; obtaining singular values a~
(01 ? az? ... ? a >O, where r is equal to a rank of the matrix
D) of the matrix B as singular values of the matrix D; selecting
k such that k<r; computing an approximate matrix Dk of the
15 matrix D, the matrix Dk being defined as DkU kVkT by
using a matrix Ek having 01, 02. ....0k as diagonal elements
and the other elements being 0, and left and right orthogonal
matrices Uk, Vk having only singular vectors corresponding to
01, 02.....0k arranged from a left side in this order;
20 computing a similarity between the matrix Dk and the query
vector q; and outputting a search result based on the computed
similarity, wherein the step of obtaining left and right
orthogonal matrices Uk, Vk of the matrix Dk includes a step of
25 performing a Twisted decomposition on a matrix BTB—a,2I
(j=1, 2, ... , k) by using a Miura inverse transformation, an
sdLVvs transformation, an rdLVvs transformation and a
Miura transformation so as to diagonalize a matrix BTB,
30 where I is a unit matrix, thereby the objective described above
being achieved.
According to the present invention, an apparatus is provided for performing a singular value decomposition on an
35 arbitrary matrixA, the apparatus including: means for receiving the matrix A as an input; means for performing an upper
bidiagonalization on the matrix A so as to compute an upper
bidiagonal matrix B of the matrix A; means for computing at
least one singular value a of the matrix B as singular values of
40 the matrix A; and means for computing a singular vector of
the matrix A for the a, wherein the means for computing a
singular vector of the matrixA includes means for performing
a Twisted decomposition on a matrix BTB-02I by using a
Miura inverse transformation, an sdLVvs transformation, an
45 rdLVvs transformation and a Miura transformation so as to
diagonalize a matrix BTB, where I is a unit matrix, thereby the
objective described above being achieved.
According to the present invention, an apparatus is pro50 vided for restoring a three-dimensional image from a plurality of two-dimensional images of an object, the apparatus
including: means for receiving m number (m is an integer
greater than or equal to 3) of two-dimensional images; means
for extracting coordinates d (xc,, y,) of feature points i (i=
55 1, ... , n, where n is an integer greater than or equal to 2) in
two-dimensional images j (j=1, ... , m); and means for
computing three-dimensional coordinates s~ (Xi, Y~, Z,) of the
feature points and a matrix M representing a transformation
from two-dimensional coordinates to three-dimensional
60 coordinates based on the two-dimensional coordinates
y,) of the feature points, wherein the means for computing
three-dimensional coordinates s~ (Xi, Y~, Z,) of the feature
points and a matrix M representing a transformation from
two-dimensional coordinates to three-dimensional coordi65 nates includes: means for performing an upper bidiagonalization on a matrix D so as to obtain an upper bidiagonal
matrix B of the matrix D, the matrix D being defined as
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eigenvalue computation which can endure a practical use and
[Expression 7]
can perform a high-precision singular value decomposition.
When the present invention is used with a combination of at
least one of an inverse iteration method, a Gram-Schmidt
5 method and a dLVs routine provided in the present invention,
the precision of the present invention is sometimes equal to
the precision of a DBDSQR routine, yet the present invention
can implement an overwhelmingly high-speed singular value
decomposition in view of speed. Further, when compared to a
10 DBDSQR routine, the present invention can further reduce an
amount of time required for computation in an image restoring problem of two dimensions to three dimensions, a document search problem and the like, both of which will be
described later. This reduction of the amount of time required
15 for computation is owing to different computation flows of
means for obtaining singular values a,. (61?62? ... ?6,>O,
whether an eigenvalue and an eigenvector are simultaneously
where r is equal to a rank of the matrix D) of the matrix B as
obtained or an eigenvector is obtained by using the computed
singular values of the matrix D; means for obtaining singular
eigenvalue.
vectors of the matrix D for 01, 02 and 03; means for computing a matrix E satisfying E=CCT for a matrix C such that 20
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
M=M'C, where M'=L'(E')' 2, E' is a 3x3 matrix having ar, 02
and 03 as diagonal elements and the other elements being 0,
FIG. 1 a flowchart showing a process procedure of an
and L' is a matrix having singular vectors of the matrix D
I-SVD routine for a singular value decomposition provided
corresponding to 01,02 and 03 arranged from a left side in this
by the present invention.
order; means for computing the matrix C from the matrix E; 25
FIG. 2 is a flowchart showing a process procedure of an
and means for computing the three-dimensional coordinates
stqds transformation and an rpqds transformation in the
s~ (Xi, Y~, Z,) and the matrix M representing the transformamethod by Parlett and et al.
tion from the matrix C, wherein the means for obtaining
FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing a process procedure of a
singular vectors of the matrix D for al , 02 and 03 includes
Miura inverse transformation, an sdLVvs transformation, an
means for performing a Twisted decomposition on a matrix 3o rdLVvs transformation and a Miura transformation according
BTB_c 2I by using a Miura inverse transformation, an
to the present invention.
sdLVvs transformation, an rdLVvs transformation and a
FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing a process procedure of a
Miura transformation so as to diagonalize a matrix BTB,
Miura inverse transformation, an sdLVvs transformation, an
where I is a unit matrix, thereby the objective described above
rdLVvs transformation and a Miura transformation according
being achieved.
35 to the present invention.
According to the present invention, an apparatus is proFIG. 5 is a flowchart showing a process procedure of a
vided for searching information relating to a given keyword,
Miura inverse transformation, an sdLVvs transformation, an
the information being included in a given document, the
rdLVvs transformation and a Miura transformation according
apparatus including: means for receiving query vector q corto the present invention.
responding to the keyword; means for performing an upper 40
FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing a process procedure of a
bidiagonalization on an index word document matrix D corMiura inverse transformation, an sdLVvs transformation, an
responding to the document so as to obtain an upper bidiagordLVvs transformation and a Miura transformation according
nal matrix B of the matrix D; means for obtaining singular
to the present invention.
values c (61 62 ... ~ 6y,>O, where r is equal to a rank of
FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing a process procedure of a
the matrix D) of the matrix B as singular values of the matrix 45 Miura inverse transformation, an sdLVvs transformation, an
D; means for selecting k such that k<r; means for computing
rdLVvs transformation and a Miura transformation according
an approximate matrix Dk of the matrix D, the matrix Dtibeing
to the present invention.
defined as Dk U kVkT by using a matrix Ek having al,
FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing a process procedure of a
Miura inverse transformation, an sdLVvs transformation, an
02. ....0k as diagonal elements and the other elements being
0, and left and right orthogonal matrices Uk, Vk having only 5o rdLVvs transformation and a Miura transformation according
singular vectors corresponding to 01, a2, .. .. ak arranged
to the present invention.
from a left side in this order; means for computing a similarity
FIG. 9 is a diagram showing the difference in computation
between the matrix Dk and the query vector q; and means for
routes between the method by Parlett and the present invenoutputting a search result based on the computed similarity,
tion, which alleviates an error.
wherein the means for obtaining left and right orthogonal 55
FIG. 10 is a diagram showing a computer, which is one
matrices Uk, Vk of the matrix Dk includes means for performembodiment of a singular value decomposition apparatus
ing a Twisted decomposition on a matrix BTB_o,2I (j=1,
according to the present invention.
2, ... , k) by using a Miura inverse transformation, an sdLVvs
FIG. 11 is a flowchart showing one embodiment of an
transformation, an rdLVvs transformation and a Miura transimage process for restoring a three-dimensional image from a
formation so as to diagonalize a matrix BTB, where I is a unit 60 plurality of two-dimensional images of an object using the
matrix, thereby the objective described above being achieved.
singular value decomposition apparatus according to the
According to the present invention, matrix BTB is diagopresent invention.
nalized by performing a Twisted decomposition by using a
FIG. 12 is a flowchart showing one embodiment of a docuMiura inverse transformation, an sdLVvs transformation, an
ment search method.
rdLVvs transformation and a Miura transformation. Owing to 65
100 computer
this, when compared to a DSTEGR routine, the present inven1001 CPU
tion is far superior in view of precision, can implement an
1002 memory
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1003 input interface unit
1004 output interface unit
1005 bus
BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE
INVENTION

B=V. Thus, U is obtained from left orthogonal matrix U of
matrix B=BVBE-'=BVE-1. In other words, matrix B is singular-value decomposed. Herein, all m number of singular
values and singular vectors are computed. However, this prin5 ciple can be applied to a case when at least one singular value
and singular vector are computed.
Precision of the left and right orthogonal matrices obtained
in this case, i.e., the result of the singular vector computation,
is inferior to that of the result obtained by a DBDSQR routine.
10 Accordingly, in step 116, an inverse iteration method is used,
so that precision equal to that of a DBDSQR routine can be
obtained. In the case where further precision is required, a
re-orthogonalization is performed by Gram-Schmidt method
in step 120, so that the computation having higher precision
15 than a DBDSQR can be implemented. It is appreciated from
Table 2 that the computation speed of an I-SVD routine is
significantly reduced compared to a DBDSQR. Also, it is
appreciated from Table 1, an I-SVD routine can perform a
singular value decomposition at high precision even in the
20 case where the precision of DSTEGR extremely deteriorates.
Data about error and computation time shown in Tables 1 and
2 are a result obtained by using the inverse iteration method,
not Gram-Schmidt method. In addition, steps 116 and 120
can be performed in the opposite order. Alternatively, both of
25 the steps can be omitted.
As described above, the functionality of each step shown in
FIG. 1 is implemented by software (e.g., program). However,
the present invention is not limited to this. The functionality
of each step shown in FIG. 1 can be implemented by hardware
30 (e.g., circuit, board and semiconductor chip). Alternatively,
the functionality of each step shown in FIG. 1 can be implemented by a combination of software and hardware.
As described above, by using an I-SVD routine, it is possible to perform a higher-speed and higher-precision singular
35 value decomposition than a conventional technique.
Table 1 shows a comparison in terms of error between the
present invention and the conventional technique when a
matrix BTB diagonalization routine according to the present
invention is performed and thereafter the inverse iteration
40 method is performed.

Hereinafter, embodiments according to the present invention will be described with reference to the accompanying
drawings.
1. Singular Value Decomposition Algorithm I-SVD Routine
With reference to FIG. 1, FIG. 1 shows a process procedure
of an I-SVD routine for a singular value decomposition provided by the present invention. The process in FIG. 1 is
provided in a form of computer program.
In Step 102, standard matrix A is upper-bidiagonalized by
using a Householder method. An upper bidiagonalization
method used in this case may be a Householder method or
may be another upper bidiagonalization method. As a result,
upper bidiagonal matrix B is obtained. Next, singularvalue c
(ar ?az? ... o,, O, where m is equal to a matrix size of
matrix BTB) ofmatrix B is computed. Herein, a singular value
computation routine dLVs provided by the preset invention
and a DLASQ routine provided by LAPACK can be used. A
singular value of matrix B is equal to a singular value of
matrix A and it is also equal to a positive square root X•1/2 of
an eigenvalue of matrix BTB. A dLVs routine computes singular value a~ of B at high precision. A dLVs routine will be
described later in detail. Singular values obtained by dLVs
have the higher precision when compared to conventional
routines (DBDSQR, DLASQ and the like) provided by
LAPCK. A dLVs routine is in most cases inferior to a DLASQ
routine in view of speed. However, a dLVs routine only
requires approximately one half of a computation time
needed by a reliable DBDSQR routine (when Itanium2 is
used for a CPU, a dLVs routine has the highest speed). In step
104, it is determined whether or not high precision is required.
When a highest-precision singular value decomposition is
desired, then a dLVs routine is used as a singular value computation routine in step 106. When both high-precision and
high-speed are desired for a singular value decomposition,
TABLE 1
then a conventional DLASQ routine is used as a singular
value computation routine in step 108. In addition, although it
45
is not certain if a DLASQ routine stops after a finite number
I-SVD
of computations, it is guaranteed that a dLVs routine con(Including dLVs)
DBDSQR
DSTEGR
verges. Thus, if more emphasis is placed on the reliability,
B — UEVTI.
1.69E-13
1.31E-13
4.40E+04
then a dLVs routine should be used.
2.09E-13
1.26E-13
IlUTU - I.
Next, in step 110, computed singular value a~ (i.e., equal to
4.16E-13
1.21E-13
2.04E+04
IIV TV — IL
50
the singular value of A) of B is used to perform a diagonalization of BTB by a Twisted decomposition using an sdLVvs
Table 2 shows a comparison in terms of computation time
transformation and an rdLVvs transformation, both of which
between the present invention and the conventional technique
will be described in 1.1. A diagonalization routine of matrix
when a matrix BTB diagonalization routine according to the
BTB according to the present invention will be described in
55 present invention is performed and thereafter the inverse
detail in 1.1. Further, in step 112, when a simplified simultaiteration method is performed.
neous linear equation which will be described in detail in 1.1,
TABLE 2
IT

[Expression 8]

N[0v1 = eko , eko = 0, (k01)
... __.0, 1, 0, ... , 0~

Computation time (sec)

60

I-SVD

is obtained, singular vector v1 of matrix B (i.e., diagonal
matrix V of BTB) is obtained. In other words, BTB is diagonalized. In step 114, when E=diag (o, 02..... Gm) (where
61=62= ... =6m >O), right orthogonal matrix VB of matrix

65

Matrix size

(Inluding dLVs)

1000

1.12

DBDSQR
56.85

DSTEGR
0.20

2000
3000

4.88
11.84

1175.34
4879.39

0.84
1.78
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Further, 1.3 will describe the reason why the method
according to the present invention can alleviate the error when
compared to a DSTEGR routine.
1.1 Diagonalization Routine of Matrix BTB According to
the Present Invention

(3) Simplified Simultaneous Linear Equation

NNO v1 = ek° , ek° =

0, ... , 0, 1, 0, ... 0

[Expression 12]

-

(k0 1)

5

A DBDSQR can simultaneously obtain eigenvalue X~ and
its corresponding eigenvector v1 of BTB. Thus, diagonalizais solved.
tion of BTB (singular value decomposition of B) can be
FIG. 2 shows a process procedure of (1), which is the core
obtained without a combination of another routine. However,
10
of
the
method by Parlett and et al. In order to obtain {q (r),ek
DLASQ and dLVs do not include the functionality of com"}(where n=±1)
n=±1) in (1), a stationary qd with shift (stqds)
puting eigenvector v~, as described above. Accordingly,
transformation
another computation routine for eigenvector is required.
However, herein, it is assumed that eigenvalue X. of BTB
4kii)+ekiii)°gki0)+ek ii0)-T~, 1 1,2, . .. ,m,
(singular value a~ of B) has been previously obtained.
First, a method for computing eigenvectors by using 15
4k(1)ek(1)°gk(°)eki0), 1 1,2, ... ,m-1,
DSTEGR will be shown. Parlett and et al. show that a computation for eigenvectors can be performed in the following
o<°>°Q 0 ' 0,
order of (1), (2) and (3).
(1) A Cholesky decomposition
and a reverse-time progressive qd with shift (rpqds) transforof (B(o))TB(o)-1,I using a stationary qd with shift transforma- 20 mation
tion (stqds transformation) and a reverse-time progressive qd
with shift transformation (rpqds transformation) is obtained,
11,2, ... ,m,
where B(0)=B, and B(~ r) and B(-r) are upperbidiagonal matrix
and lower bidiagonal matrix, respectively. In other words,
1 1,2, ... ,m-1,
25

bias b*)

[Expression 9]

e0(0)-_0,e0(1)-_0,

are employed.
When eigenvalue X~ is previously known, a repetitive comzm-z
30 putation is not required. Thus, an amount to be computed is
b(*p
overwhelmingly smaller than that of QR algorithm. However,
2m-1
an stqds transformation and an rpqds transformation are not
b(-i
always good in terms of numerical stability and precision.
i
There is a possibility that a cancellation error resulting from
b(-'
b(-'
2
3
35 subtraction may occur in both an stqds transformation and an
B'
rpqds transformation. For example, in an stqds transforma2n)
(o)
tion, if ~
+ex_ r(o)-X ..-ex_ r(1 ),, when qk(r)(~ (o)
+ex_ r (o)-~~b2,,,-2 ba„-i
ek-r (1)) is obtained, there is a case in which a significant digit
W
W
of qk(1) results in only one digit even when a double-precision
b2k-1 - ~k
gk
b2k
40 computation is employed. In such a case, when gk(o)ek(o)/q(r)
(Skn) )2 = 1, (rlk ) )2 = 1
is computed, an error occurs. In other words, ek(r) cannot be
k+l)r/k 1) = rk lk0)
computed with high precision. In addition, a sequential comkl)r/kl) _ k°)r/k°),
putation is required (i.e., ek(r) is required in order to obtain
qk+r(r) and q(r) is required in order to obtain ek(r)). Thus,
In other words, {q ('r),ek('r)} is computed.
45 there is a possibility that an error due to cancellation error
(2) A Twisted Decomposition
occurred during one computation spreads, which further
N7, D7, Nko7(BiO))zBi0)-kkT
[Expression 10]
aggravates the error. As a result, although gk(r)~0 in theory,
1)O due to an error accumulation. It is expected that a
of (B(o))TB(o)-X, I is formed from a Cholesky decomposition,
situation
of numerical instability (e.g., overflow) in compuwhere
50 tation of gk(o)ek(o)/qk(r) may occur.
When B(o)aomponent{b2k-1(0), b2k(0)} of B is given (i.e.,
{qk(o), ek(0) } is given), X~ and ek-r(r) are uniquely determined.
1
[Expression 11]
Thus, there is no way to avoid this situation of numerical
L' 1
instability. Since an rpqds transformation has a similar prop55 erty to that of an stqds transformation, it is not considered that
Lk"1 1 Uk "
Nk =
an rpqds transformation has reached a practical level. A FORTRAN implemented DSTEGR routine is published as an
improved version in LAPACk, which, however, does not
completely solve the aforementioned defect.
60
Next, a diagonalization routine according to the present
invention will be described. The routine according to the
Dk = diag(ii i , .. , ii, 1, ik 'i ,
present invention employs a new transformation instead of an
- I1)/q1)
stqds transformation and an rpqds transformation. In the
L'
,
present invention, in order to diagonalize matrix BTB, a
65 Twisted decomposition using an sdLVvs transformation and
and k=ko when yx=qk(r)+qk(-r)-(ek-r(o)+qk(o)-~,,) is minian rdLVvs transformation is performed on matrix BTB-a 2I.
mized.
To be precise, the aforementioned (1) is divided into the
b(.i)

b i
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following three steps (1a), (lb) and (1c). As a result, a
for auxiliary variable uk("). On the other hand, a memory area
Cholesky decomposition with numerical stability is implefor 1+5(°u(0) is secured, and this value is used throughout
mented.
steps (1 a) to (1 c). As a result, the memory consumption can be
FIGS. 3 to 8 show a process procedure for performing a
suppressed and an amount to be computed can be reduced,
Miura inverse transformation, an sdLVvs transformation, an 5 thereby alleviating the error. Accordingly, further contrivrdLVvs transformation and a Miura transformation according
ance, for example, alleviation of error by utilizing a method to
to the present invention.
be described in 1.3, can be created.
(la) A Miura Inverse Transformation
After a Cholesky decomposition of BTB-1,I is obtained by
using the method described above, singular value v~ is com{gk(0),ek(0)}H+{u
i (°),u (°)}
[Expression 13]
io puted by using the same method as that employed by Parlett
is performed.
and et al. Accordingly, eigenvalue decomposition A of
BTB=VBTBTBVB is obtained (where column vector of VB is
u2k—i (0)T1 (0)tk(0), k1,2. . . ,m
v1). When U is obtained from UBV -r, then singular
u 2 k°0°=ek°/tk°, k=1,2, ... ,m-1,
value decomposition B=UVBT of B can also be obtained.
15
1.2. High Precision Singular Value Computation dLVs
tk°°4k°/(r1°+u2k-2(0))-1,
Routine
A dLVs routine according to the present invention is the
where ö ° can be arbitrarily selected.
same as a DLASQ routine in a basic framework. Only eigen(lb) By a Non-Uniform Stationary Discrete Lotka-Volterra
values of BTB (or singular values of B) can be obtained, and
(sdLVvs) Transformation
20 eigenvectors of BTB (or singular vectors of B) can not be
uk(i) —Uk000*(1+S°0°uk i °0°)/(1+S°l°uk i(i)), k=1,2, ..
obtained. However, a computation method used as the core in
,2m-1,
a dLVs routine is different from that of a DLASQ routine.
First, a method for computing eigenvalues using a DLASQ
uk(0
uk(1)
[Expression 14]
routine will be described. Although a qd method can not
and
25 compute eigenvectors, it can obtain singular values at high
by a non-uniform reverse-time discrete Lotka-Volterra
speed since one step of a qd method only updates an element
(rdLVvs) transformation
of upper bidiagonal matrix. Further, a high-precision compuuk
—uk (1+S0uk i °)/(1+5•—i~uk+i ), k=1,2, . .
tation is expected since an amount to be computed is small,
. ,2m-1,

and therefore an accumulation of rounding errors is sup[Expression 15]

are performed, where u°(")=0, uzm ° O, and S' (where
n=±1) is set such that i = ii5 ° -iiS is satisfied (where
n=±1).
(1c) A Miura Transformation
{u2k_i("),U2k

}I

{gk ,ek

},n=±i

30 pressed. Herein, it is assumed that Y(") is a symmetric tridiagonal matrix

q)2

q" e"

[Expression 16]

Y (n) _

)),
0

k=1,2, ... ,m,

@)
ek n>-<n>*
—S uzk i *U
k=1,2, ... ,m-1

[Expression 17]

gi"fi e" g2 +C( )2
.

qk0=fl )*(i+o( )u2k2( ))*(i+o( )u2k-i(

0

35

gin t din t

imn_iem_i q" +em_i

40
()

In addition, it is assumed that transformationY(")—Y")
is implemented by a recursive equation of qd method:
k=1,2.... ,m,

is performed.
45
k=1,2,...,m-1,
A significant feature of a discrete Lotka-Volterra transformation, which is not seen in a qd transformation, is that
e(" )=0, em(" )=0, n=0,1, .. .
discrete Lotka-Volterra can have an arbitrary parameter. In
other words, a value of S(") can be arbitrarily set within a range
In this case, Rutishauser found that an appropriate
is
which satisfies XJ=1 /5(0)-1 iS ' . When ö' is fluctuated, then 50 present, and therefore Y("+r)=R(")Y(")(R(n)J-r. This means
a value of an auxiliary variable uk(„) also varies. However, it
thatY("+r) andY(n) have the same eigenvalue. In other words,
can be determined beforehand whether or not an error and
an eigenvalue preserving deformation is performed by the
numerical instability caused by a cancellation error occurs.
aforementioned recursive equation. It has been proved that
This determination can be implemented by an "if' clause. In
when this deformation is repeatedly performed, non-diagonal
this case, a computation is performed again after S(") is re-set. 55 elements approachto 0, and thusY(") is diagonalized. AccordIn addition, when uk('' is obtained, qk('l) and ek('r) are indeingly, when Y(° =BTB, lim„--Y(")=diag (X1, X2, ... , ~,m)
pendently computed by a Miura transformation. Accordingly,
(where Xk is an eigenvalue of BTB). Further, singular value ak
this determination has a property that an error does not propaof B is obtained when a positive square root of Xkis computed.
gate. A Miura inverse transformation can be called a Miura
In a singular value computation routine DLASQ in LAPtransformation, and, vice versa, a Miura transformation can 60 CAK, a differential version of qd method is employed. This is
be called a Miura inverse transformation. An sdLVvs transcalled dqd method. One step is given by
formation can be called an stLVv transformation, and, vice
versa, an rdLVv transformation can be called an rLVv transformation.
fork:=i,m—i
Correspondence between variables of input and output is 65
the same as that of the method by Parlett. In order to suppress
qk(n+l). _d+eke)
memory consumption, it is not necessary to prepare an array
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ek(n+l): _ek
(qk+l(')/qk('+l))
(n):K

for k=2,m

d: =d*(9k+,(„)/qk(„+1))

W2 -2

(n+t)._

():k

(n+t).

(n)

- 2k-2 V2 -3 ~W2 -3

(,)

(')

V2k-1 +V2k-2

(n+1) -

-W2k-2

(n*1).
W2k-1

S,

end for
5

=d,

end for

[Expression 18]
end if

and transformation Y(")_Y( ') is implemented. Since this
differential version does not include a subtraction, there is no
concern regarding an error cancellation, which may occur in
a qd method. Further, as a high speed version, a dqd method
with datum shift (dqds) is incorporated in this differential
version. Thus, it is possible to suppress an occurrence of a
rounding error owing to the high speed at which the process is
performed, thereby reducing an amount to be computed.
However, there is no guarantee that a dqd method with datum
shift (dqds) converges. One step of datum shift version is
given by

for =1, m-1

else
10

for k=1,2m-1
Wk(n+l). _Vk(^)

15

end for
end else

Similar to a DLASQ routine, the core of a main loop of a dLVs
routine determines a datum shift amount s by estimating the
20 minimum singular value and then determines whether it uses
a dLV method or a dLVs method. However, a dLVs routine is
different from a DLASQ routine in that the datum shift
amount s is determined after auxiliary variable vk(") is
obtained.

25

ek(n+l): _ek
qk(n+l ))
(n)* (qk+l(n)/

d:
end for
[Expression 19]

1.3. Alleviation of ErrorAccording to the Present Invention
If a person can compute in an ideal situation, i.e., can
compute infinite number of digits as much as possible, then
either the method by Parlett and et al. or the singular vector
computation routine according to the present invention (see
30 1.1) can be used. However, it must be careful when a computation is executed by a computer. In a computer which can
only compute finite digits, even if a mathematically correct
method is used, a correct result can not always be obtained.
Moreover, there are cases in which a numerical problem (e.g.,
35 computation does not finish no matter how long it computes)

where s is an amount of datum shift and is the minimum
eigenvalue of Y(") estimated by Gersgorin type boundary
condition. Therefore, in the core of a main loop of a DLASQ
routine, the minimum eigenvalue is estimated. If s>E (E: posioccurs.
tive number regarded as an extremely small number), a dqds
Regarding an error caused by a computer computation, a
method is used. Otherwise, a dqd method is used. The other
rounding error, cancellation error and the like are known. The
parts of the main loop (division/reduction of the dimension of
rounding error individually only has a different value from a
matrix) of a DLASQ routine are substantially the same as
those of a DBDSQR routine. In other words, a QR method 40 true value at the last digit and therefore it does not cause an
enormous error. Although a rounding error still occurs when
included in a DBDSQR routine is replaced with a dqd method
at least one computation from addition, multiplication and
and a datum shift QR method is replaced with a dqds method,
division is performed on two real numbers having different
resulting in a DLASQ routine (since a QR method and a dqd
exponential parts. However, no error greater than that occurs.
method, and a datum shift QR method and a dqds method deal
45
Further,
even if such an operation causing the rounding error
with different variables, respectively, there are parts which
is repeated, a round-up or a round-down is automatically
employ slightly different criterion equations. However, the
performed if a rounding mode uses "near" (rounding). Theredifferent criterion equations are essentially the same).
fore, the error does not significantly accumulate. AccordNext, a dLVs routine according to the present invention
ingly, in many methods for computing numerical values, it is
will be described. In this dLVs routine, a dLV method is
employed instead of a dqd method, and a dLVs method is 50 not often to pay special attention to the rounding error caused
by at least one of addition, multiplication and division. The
employed instead of a dqds method. Herein, it is guaranteed
rounding error eventually does not uniformly increase in a
that a dLVs routine converges, which is different from a
singular value computation by a dLVs routine.
DLASQ routine. One step is given by as follows:
The problem is a cancellation error resulting from a sub55 traction of real numbers having the same sign and an addition
of real numbers having different signs. After a value becomes
for k2,2m-1
0 due to the cancellation error and then when a division is
performed with 0, 0 becomes the denominator, which is an
Vk-l (,): -uk 1(")*(1+(S(")
21k
-1(n))
uk("):=W k(" )/(1 +6(") *
irregular form. Therefore, it is impossible to perform a com*U ('));
k
60 putation. In such a situation, the computation will not finish
no matter how long it computes. A computation of
end for
subtraction—division exists in both methods employed by
Parlett
and the present invention. Therefore, it is necessary to
Vzm-i
=uzm-i
pay enough attention to the cancellation error.
65
In the computation method according to the present inven(Determination of Datum Shifts)
tion, it is possible to determine whether or not the computaif (s>e)w i ( +1): v1 C )_s.
tion method according to the present invention contains the
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error caused by the aforementioned cancellation error by
checking if the value obtained by the subtraction is small. In
the case of Parlett method, q1[k] and q2[k] in DO clause in
FIG. 2 are checked in order to determine if a computation
method by Parlett contains the cancellation error. However,
even if it is determined that the cancellation error is contained
in the computation method by Parlett, there is no way to avoid
the cancellation error. The reason for this is because when
{qO[k], e0[k]} is given as an initial value, 1, is uniquely
determined, and {ql[k], el[k]} and {q2[k], e2[k]} are also
uniquely derived. In other words, the computation method by
Parlett is a computation method which does not have any
arbitrarily parameter, which means no degree of freedom.
In contrast, the computation method according to the
present invention has parameter l (=1/ö ° ) which can be
freely set. Thus, a value of auxiliary variable uk(") can be
changed in various ways (see FIG. 9). In other words, {ql[k],
el[k]} and {q2[k], e2[k]} can be computed in various routes.
Accordingly, it is possible to avoid a case when a cancellation
error occurs. Influence of the cancellation error is checked by
condition criterion in FIGS. 6 to 8 and if the absolute value of
a value obtained by the subtraction does not satisfy a condition that the absolute value is greater than a small number E,
then the process goes back to the setting ofparameter r~1. This
process is repeatedly performed until the above condition is
satisfied. In the case where more emphasis is placed on high
speed than precision, if the condition is not satisfied by several number of repetitions (ql [k]-0 or q2 [k]-0), an exception
process can be performed.
2. Singular Value Decomposition Apparatus According to
the Present Invention
An apparatus for performing a singular value decomposition will be described. The apparatus for performing the singular value decomposition is, for example, an apparatus having the function of each step shown in FIG. 1. One
embodiment of apparatus for performing the singular value
decomposition is a computer for performing a singular value
decomposition program. This program is, for example, a program causing the CPU to execute each step shown in FIG. 1.
FIG. 10 shows a computer 10 for performing the process in
FIG. 1 as a computer program. The computer 10 includes a
CPU 1001, a memory 1002, an input interface unit 1003, an
output interface unit 1004 and a bus 1005.
The CPU 1001 executes a program. This program is, for
example, a program for executing the process in FIG. 1. The
program and data required to execute the program are, for
example, stored in the memory 1002. The program can be
included in the memory 1002 in an arbitrary manner. For
example, when the memory 1002 is a writable memory, a
program can be loaded from outside the computer 1002 and
stored in the memory 1002. Alternatively, when the memory
1002 is a read-only memory, the program is burned and stored
in the memory 1002.
Further, the input interface unit 1003 functions as an interface for receiving, from outside, matrix A targeted for a singular value decomposition. The output interface unit 1004
functions as an interface for outputting a computation result.
The bus 1005 is used to connect components 1001 to 1004 in
the computer 10 to each other.
3. Application of Singular Value Decomposition Method
According to the Present Invention
The singular value decomposition method according to the
present invention can be applied to various fields. Examples
thereof are shown below, in which the singular value decomposition according to the present invention is applied to an
image process for restoring a three-dimensional image from
two-dimensional images and is also applied to a document

18
search. However, these two exemplary applications are
merely examples. Accordingly, the application of the singular
value decomposition method according to the present invention is not limited to these two exemplary applications. The
5 application of the singular value decomposition method
according to the present invention is applicable to any field
which uses a singular value decomposition.
3.1 Application to Image Process for Restoring Three10 Dimensional Image from Two-Dimensional Images
With reference to FIG. 11, FIG. 11 describes an embodiment of an image process using the singular value decomposition method according to the present invention. This image
process restores a three-dimensional image from a plurality
15 of two-dimensional images of an object.
A step required in order to restore a three-dimensional
image from a plurality oftwo-dimensional images includes: a
step of extracting feature points from the two-dimensional
20 images; a step of computing data about shape (three-dimensional coordinate data for the feature points of an original
object) and rotation (transformation from three-dimensional
data to feature point data) based on the feature point data; and
a step of performing a visualization based on the data about
25 the shape and the rotation.
In step 1102, coordinates (xi', y') of feature point (i=
1, ... , n, where n is an integer greater than or equal to 2) are
extracted from two-dimensional image j (j=1.... , m, where
30 m is an integer greater than or equal to 3). It is preferable that
two-dimensional images to be handled are weak central projection images. In such a case,

35
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yi J - SJ
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[Expression 21]

lI

J L Zi J

40 is established, where s~ is a scale of j-th image relative to a
scale of the object; rr j, r2 j are respectively 1st and 2nd row
vectors of a rotation matrix in j-th camera coordinate system
relative to an object coordinate system, and [Xi, Y~, ZI T are
three-dimensional coordinates for i-th point. The scale of the
45 object is the same as the scale of the 1st image (s1=1). The
position of the coordinate system of the object is the same as
that of a camera coordinate system of the 1st image (r1,1=[1,
0,01T r2,1=[0,1,0]T). When coordinates for all n number of
50 points in all m number of images are arranged as elements of
matrix D, D=MS is obtained, where
[Expression 22]
...
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D=
60

yi ... yl ... yn
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-continued
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When E=CCT, 2m+1 number of linear equations are
obtained from the above expression. 2m+1 relates to six elements of E. Since m?3, the elements of E can be uniquely
determined. In step 1110, matrix E is obtained.
15
Next, step 1112, C is obtained from E. Degree of freedom
(9) of C is greater than degree of freedom (6) of E. Condition
ru=[1,0,0]T, r21 [0,1,0]T are added, so that C can be determined. In this case, two solutions (Necker Reversal) are

T

S Y2,

T
sm YZ,m

x1 ... x; ... xn
S= Y1

... Y;

obtained.

... Y„

z, ... z, ... z

20

As can be appreciated from M and S, the rank of D is 3.
Currently, D is given in step 1102. Hereinafter, data M about
the rotation and shape S will be obtained.
A singular value decomposition of matrix D, D=UEVT,
will be considered, where E has singular values arranged in a
diagonal line in the order of size, andU andV are left orthogonal matrix and right orthogonal matrix, respectively. In step
1104, in order to compute the singular value decomposition
of matrix D, matrix D is upper-bidiagonalized so as to obtain
upper bidiagonal matrix B. In step 1106, matrix B, i.e., the
singular value of D, is computed. In step 1106, a dLVs routine
according to the present invention, a DLASQ routine or
another singular value computation routine may be used.
Alternatively, a combination thereof may be used. In this
case, three or more singular values other than 0 are obtained
due to a digital error of an image. However, a fourth singular
value and its subsequent singular values result from noise.
Thus, those singular values are significantly smaller than the
first three singular values.
In step 1108, singular vectors for the first three singular
values are computed. Step 1108 can employ steps 110 to 120
in FIG. 1. The three vectors used are appended together, so
that the following expression is obtained.

Next, in step 1114, data M about the rotation and shape S
are determined based on M=M'C and S=C 'S'.
A DBDSQR routine obtains U, V (n number of vectors) as
described above and thereafter employs three vectors (n-3
number of vectors is unnecessary). In principle, herein, a
25 DBDSQR obtains n number ofvectors. However, a DBDSQR
can obtain less than n number of vectors in an exceptional
case. In this embodiment, only three vectors have to be
obtained, which subsequently results in a reduction of a computation cost.
30 3.2 Document Search Method Using Singular Value
Decomposition Method According to the Present Invention
After the process of extracting an index word relating to the
contents of a document from the document and computing a
weight of the index word, the document is represented in a
35 vector space model by using a vector having the weight of the
index word as an element. It is assumed that documents
targeted for search are denoted as D1, D2..... D, and there are
m number of index words w1, w2..... wm in total throughout
the entire document sets. In this case, document D; is repre40 sented with the following vector, which is called document
vector.

dii
45

[Expression 24]

dz .

d~ _
d~

D'=L'E R'T=MS'

where d~, is a weight in document D1 having index word w~.
where M'=L'(E')1/2, S'=(E')1/2R'T and D' is a matrix with 50
The
entire document sets can be represented with the followrank 3 and minimizes SID—D'I1.
ing mxn matrix D.
Next, it is intended to obtain M and S from D'. However, the
combination thereof is not unique. The reason for this is
because an arbitrary non-singular matrix satisfies

55

D = [ d1 d2 ... d„ ]

[Expression 25]

d11 d12 ... dln

D'=(M'C)(C'S')

d21 d22 ... dzn

Thus, C in the above expression is determined such that
M=M'C. C satisfies the following expression;
60

MMT = M'ccT M'T

[Expression 23]

=
dml dm2 ... dm.

Matrix D is called index word document matrix. Each
column of the index word document matri
x is a document
65 vector representing information about a document. Ina similar manner, each row of the index word document matrix is a
vector representing information about an index word, which
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is called index word vector. A search query can be represented, in a similar manner to the document, with a vector
having a weight of index word as an element. When a weight
of index word w, contained in a search query clause is denoted
as ., search query vector q is represented as follows;

qi

[Expression 26]

q= q2
qm

In an actual document search, it is necessary to find a
document similar to a given search query clause. This is
performed by computing the similarity between search query
vector q and each document vector d,. Various criteria are
considered as a definition of the similarity between vectors.
The definition which is often used in a document search is
cosine measure (angle between two vectors) or inner product.

Cosine measure

cos(dj, q) = II

dj • q

d JllITqII

[Expression 27]

improve the search precision by projecting a document vector
in a higher dimensional space into a lower dimensional space.
Index words which are treated separately in the higher dimensional space is possibly treated as having relevancy to each
5 other in the lower dimensional space. Thus, a search can be
performed based on the meaning or concept of the index
word. For example, in a normal vector space model, index
word "car" and index word "automobile" are totally different
from each other. Accordingly, it is not possible to search a
10 document having one of the index words by a query including
the other index word. However, since it is expected that index
words semantically related to each other are degenerated to
one dimension in the lower dimensional space, it is possible to
15 search a document including "automobile" as well as a document including "car", by the search query "car". The latent
semantic indexing reduces dimensions of a higher dimensional vector by a singular value decomposition, which is
basically equivalent to a principal component analysis in a
20 multivariable analysis.
In step 1208, a value of k is selected such that k<r. The
value of k can be previously given. Alternatively, the value of
k can be selected at each computation.
In step 1210, singular vectors of D are computed for k
25 number of singular values (from the largest singular value to
k-th singular value in the order of size) of the singular values
computed in step 1206. In other words, Uk and Vk which
satisfy
30

Dk U Vk7

are computed. Herein, Uk is mxk matrix only including first k
number of left singular vectors, Vk is nxk matrix only includInner product
ing first k number of right singular vectors, and E is kxk
35 diagonal matrix only including first k number of singular
dj'q=
values. Step 1210 can employ steps 110 to 120 in FIG. 1.
Next, in step 1212, the similarity between matrix Dk and
query vector q is computed. When it is assumed that vector e1
When the length of the vector is normalized to 1 (cosine
is a unit vector of n dimensions, j-th document vector of Dk
normalization), the cosine measure matches the inner prod40 can be represented with Dk. The computation of the simiuct.
larity between document vector Dke~ and search query vector
With reference to FIG. 12, FIG. 12 describes one embodiq is defined as:
ment of a document search method using the singular value
decomposition apparatus according to the present invention.
In step 1202, query vector q is received. Next, in step 1204, 45
[Expression 28]
(Dke;)- q
cos(Dkej, q) = D ~
in order to compute the singular value decomposition of
II k eJIIIIgII
matrix D, matrix D is upper-bidiagonalized so as to obtain
upper bidiagonal matrix B. In step 1206, matrix B, i.e., the
singular value of D, is computed. In step 1206, a dLVs routine
according to the present invention, a DLASQ routine or 50
(Dke;)T q
another singular value computation routine may be used.
IlDkejIIIIgII
Alternatively, a combination thereof may be used.
Next, a search using approximate matrix Dk of D will be
considered. In the vector space model, a search is performed
by computing the similarity between search query vector q 55
( uk uk Vk ej)T q
and each document vector d~ in index word document matrix
IIUkyk Vk ejIIIIgII
D. Herein, Dk is used instead of D. In the vector space model,
the number of dimensions of document vectors equals to the
total number of index words. Accordingly, as the number of
_ eJ Vk LJk (Jk q
documents targeted for search increases, the number of
60
IZ Vk ejIIIIgII
dimensions of document vectors tends to increase. However,
not only does the increase of the number of dimensions cause
(
lr
problems, such as a restraint by a memory in a computer and
k Vk e jl (Uk q)
an increase of search time, but also unnecessary index words
IZ Vk ejIIqII
contained in a document will have noise influence, which 65
results in a phenomenon of reducing search precision. Latent
semantic indexing (LSI) is a technique which is intended to
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Alternatively, another definition can be used. The above
expression shows that it is not necessary to re-construct Dk
from Uk, Ek and Vk. Instead, it shows that the similarity can be
directly computed from a result of a singular value decomposition. EkVkTej denoted in expression 28 can be rewritten as 5
EkVkTe~ UkTDke]. Therightsideofthisexpressionrepresents
coordinates (k dimensional representation of the document)
using base Uk ofj -th document vector in approximate matrix
Dk. Similarly, UkTq in expression 28 are coordinates (k
dimensional representation of the search query) using base Uk 10
of search query vector q.

[Expression 1]

In step 1214, a search result is output based on the similarity computed in step 1212.
A DBDSQR routine obtains r number of vectors and thereafter employs k number of vectors (r-k number of vectors is
unnecessary). In contrast, in this embodiment, only k number
of vectors has to be obtained, which subsequently results in a
reduction of a computation cost.
As described above, the present invention is exemplified by
the use of its preferred embodiments. However, the present
invention should not be interpreted solely based on embodiments described above. It is understood that the scope of the
present invention should be interpreted solely based on the

claims. It is also understood that those skilled in the art can
implement equivalent scope of technique, based on the

description of the present invention and common knowledge
from the description of the detailed preferred embodiments of
the present invention. Furthermore, it is understood that any
patent, any patent application and any references cited in the
present specification should be incorporated by reference in
the present specification in the same manner as the contents
are specifically described therein.
INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY
The present invention is useful as a method, program,
apparatus and the like capable of performing a high-speed and
high-precision singular value decomposition on arbitrary
matrix A.
The invention claimed is:
1. A method for restoring a three-dimensional image from
a plurality of two-dimensional images of an object, the
method comprising the steps of:
extracting coordinates d (x,, y,) of feature points i (i=
1, ... , n, where n is an integer greater than or equal to 2)
in two-dimensional imagesj (j=1, ... , m, where m is an
integer greater than or equal to 3); and
computing three-dimensional coordinates s~ (Xi, Y~, Z,) of
the feature points and a matrix M representing a transformation from two-dimensional coordinates to threedimensional coordinates based on the two-dimensional
coordinates d (x,, y,) of the feature points,
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obtaining singular values a,. (o1 o2 ...
where
r is equal to a rank of the matrix D) of the matrix B as
singular values of the matrix D;
obtaining singular vectors of the matrix D for o, 02 and
6s;

computing a matrix E satisfying E=CCT for a matrix C
such that M=M'C, where M'=L' (E')1/2 E' is a 3x3
matrix having o, 02 and 03 as diagonal elements and
the other elements being 0, and L' is a matrix having
25
singular vectors of the matrix D corresponding to al,
02 and 03 arranged from a left side in this order;
computing the matrix C from the matrix E; and
computing the three-dimensional coordinates s~ (Xi, Y~,
Z,) and the matrix M representing the transformation
30
from the matrix C,
wherein
the step of obtaining singular vectors of the matrix D for
01, 02 and 03 includes a step of performing a Twisted
decomposition on a matrix BTB_c 2I by using a
35
Miura inverse transformation, an sdLVvs transformation, an rdLVvs transformation and a Miura transformation so as to diagonalize a matrix BTB, where I is a
unit matrix.
2. A method for searching information relating to a given
4o keyword, the information being included in a given document, the method comprising the steps of:
receiving query vector q corresponding to the keyword;
performing an upper bidiagonalization on an index word
document matrix D corresponding to the document so as
45
to obtain an upper bidiagonal matrix B of the matrix D;
obtaining singular values a,. (ar ? o
... ? a,>O, where r
is equal to a rank of the matrix D) of the matrix B as
singular values of the matrix D;
selecting k such that k<r;
50 computing an approximate matrix Dk of the matrix D, the
matrix Dk being defined as Dk U kVkT by using a
matrix having 01, 02, ... , ak as diagonal elements and
the other elements being 0, and left and right orthogonal
matrices Uk, Vk having only singular vectors corre55
sponding to al, a2, ... , ak arranged from a left side in
this order;

computing a similarity between the matrix Dk and the
query vector q; and
outputting
a search result based on the computed similarity,
wherein
60 wherein
the step of computing three-dimensional coordinates s~ (Xi,
the step of obtaining left and right orthogonal matrices Uk,
Y~, Z,) of the feature points and a matrix M representing
Vk of a matrix Dk includes a step of performing a Twisted
a transformation from two-dimensional coordinates to
decomposition on a matrix BTB_o,2I (j=1, 2, ... , k) by
three-dimensional coordinates includes the steps of:
using a Miura inverse transformation, an sdLVvs transperforming an upper bidiagonalization on a matrix D so 65
formation, an rdLVvs transformation and a Miura transas to obtain an upperbidiagonal matrix B of the matrix
formation so as to diagonalize a matrix BTB, where I is
D, the matrix D being defined as
a unit matrix.
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3. A non-transitory computer readable medium storing a
program for causing a computer to execute an image restoring
process for restoring a three-dimensional image from a plurality of two-dimensional images of an object, the image
restoring process including the steps of:
extracting coordinates d~, (x,, y,) of feature points i (i=
1, ... , n, where n is an integer greater than or equal to 2)
in two-dimensional imagesj (j=1, ... , m, where m is an
integer greater than or equal to 3); and
computing three-dimensional coordinates s~ (Xi, Y~, Z,) of
the feature points and a matrix M representing a transformation from two-dimensional coordinates to threedimensional coordinates based on the two-dimensional
coordinates d (x,, y,) of the feature points,
wherein
the step of computing three-dimensional coordinates s~ (Xi,
Y~, Z,) of the feature points and a matrix M representing
a transformation from two-dimensional coordinates to
three-dimensional coordinates includes the steps of:
performing an upper bidiagonalization on a matrix D so
as to obtain an upperbidiagonal matrix B of the matrix
D, the matrix D being defined as

[Expression 2]
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xl ... 4 ... x"
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receiving query vector q corresponding to the keyword;
performing an upper bidiagonalization on an index word
document matrix D corresponding to the document so as
to obtain an upper bidiagonal matrix B of the matrix D;
obtaining singular values o, (o ?az? ... ?a,>O, wherer
is equal to a rank of the matrix D) of the matrix B as
singular values of the matrix D;
selecting k such that k<r;
computing an approximate matrix Dk of the matrix D, the
matrix Dk being defined as Dk U kVkT by using a
matrix having al , 02, ... , ak as diagonal elements and
the other elements being 0, and left and right orthogonal
matrices Uk, Vk having only singular vectors corresponding to al, a2, ... , ak arranged from a left side in
this order;

computing a similarity between the matrix Dk and the
query vector q; and
outputting a search result based on the computed similarity,
wherein
20
the step of obtaining left and right orthogonal matrices Uk,
Vk of the matrix Dk includes a step of performing a
Twisted decomposition on a matrix BTB_c 2I (j=1,
2, ... , k) by using a Miura inverse transformation, an
sdLVvs transformation, an rdLVvs transformation and a
Miura transformation so as to diagonalize a matrix BTB,
where I is a unit matrix.
5. An apparatus for restoring a three-dimensional image
from a plurality of two-dimensional images of an object, the
apparatus comprising:
means for receiving m number (m is an integer greater than
or equal to 3) of two-dimensional images;

... ... ... ... ...

yi ... y, ... yn

means for extracting coordinates d (x,, y,) of feature

points i (i=1, ... , n, where n is an integer greater than or
equal to 2) in two-dimensional images j (j=1, ... , m);
and

yi ... y; ... yn

obtaining singular values a,. (ar ? o2 ... ? a >O, where 40
r is equal to a rank of the matrix D) of the matrix B as
singular values of the matrix D;
obtaining singular vectors of the matrix D for ar, 02 and
63;

computing a matrix E satisfying E=CCT for a matrix C
such that M=M'C, where M'=(L'(E')rn, E' is a 3x3
matrix having o, 02 and 03 as diagonal elements and
the other elements being 0, and L' is a matrix having
singular vectors of the matrix D corresponding to 01,
02 and 03 arranged from a left side in this order;
50
computing the matrix C from the matrix E; and
computing the three-dimensional coordinates s~ (Xi, Y~,
Z,) and the matrix M representing the transformation
from the matrix C,
wherein
55
the step of obtaining singular vectors of the matrix D for
01, 02 and 03 includes a step of performing a Twisted
decomposition on a matrix BTB_c 2I by using a
Miura inverse transformation, an sdLVvs transformation, an rdLVvs transformation and a Miura transfor- 60
mation so as to diagonalize a matrix BTB, where I is a
unit matrix.
4. A non-transitory computer readable medium storing a
program for causing a computer to execute a document search
process for searching information relating to a given key- 65
word, the information being included in a given document,
the document search process including the steps of:

means for computing three-dimensional coordinates s~ (Xi,
Y~, Z,) of the feature points and a matrix M representing
a transformation from two-dimensional coordinates to
three-dimensional coordinates based on the two-dimensional coordinates d (x,, y,) of the feature points,
wherein
the means for computing three-dimensional coordinates s~
(Xi, Ygi, Z,) of the feature points and a matrix M representing a transformation from two-dimensional coordinates to three-dimensional coordinates includes:
means for performing an upper bidiagonalization on a
matrix D so as to obtain an upper bidiagonal matrix B
of the matrix D, the matrix D being defined as

[Expression 3]
... ... ... ... ...
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D=
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means for obtaining singular values a,. (o 02? .. .
a,>O, where r is equal to a rank of the matrix D) of the
matrix B as singular values of the matrix D;
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means for obtaining singular vectors of the matrix D for
0, 62 and 63;
means for computing a matrix E satisfying E=CCT for a
matrix C such that M=M'C, where M'=L'(E')' 2, E' is
a 3x3 matrix having 01, 02 and 03 as diagonal ele- 5
ments and the other elements being 0, and L' is a
matrix having singular vectors of the matrix D corresponding to 01, 02 and 03 arranged from a left side in
this order;
10
means for computing the matrix C from the matrix E;
and
means for computing the three-dimensional coordinates
s~ (Xi, Y~, Z,) and the matrix M representing the transformation from the matrix C,
15
wherein
the means for obtaining singular vectors of the matrix D
for al , 02 and 03 includes means for performing a
Twisted decomposition on a matrix BTB_o,2I by
using a Miura inverse transformation, an sdLVvs 20
transformation, an rdLVvs transformation and a
Miura transformation so as to diagonalize a matrix
BTB, where I is a unit matrix.
6. An apparatus for searching information relating to a
given keyword, the information being included in a given 25
document, the apparatus comprising:
means for receiving query vector q corresponding to the
keyword;

28
means for performing an upper bidiagonalization on an
index word document matrix D corresponding to the
document so as to obtain an upperbidiagonal matrix B of
the matrix D;
means for obtaining singular values a. (a1?a2? ...
a,>O, where r is equal to a rank of t1 e matrix D) of the
matrix B as singular values of the matrix D;
means for selecting k such that k<r;
means for computing an approximate matrix Dk of the
matrix D, the matrix Dk being defined as D, U 'V j by
using a matrix Ek having al, a2, .... ak as diagonal
elements and the other elements being 0, and left and
right orthogonal matrices Uk, Vk having only singular
vectors corresponding to al , 02.. ...0k arranged from a
left side in this order;
means for computing a similarity between the matrix Dk
and the query vector q; and
means for outputting a search result based on the computed
similarity,

wherein
the means for obtaining left and right orthogonal matrices
Uk, Vk of the matrix Dk includes means for performing a
Twisted decomposition on a matrix BTB_c 2I (j=1,
2, ... , k) by using a Miura inverse transformation, an
sdLVvs transformation, an rdLVvs transformation and a
Miura transformation so as to diagonalize a matrix BTB,
where I is a unit matrix.

